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What are RFCs – What is ScanMed RFC
The Rail Freight Corridors are the arteries
of Europe, ensuring the free, unhindered
flow of goods from north to south and
from east to west. In the centre of it all,
crossing the entire continent, you find
ScanMed RFC.
ScanMed RFC –
from North to South - easily !

What is ScanMed RFC

An Association between the Infrastructure Managers on the longest European Corridor
The Scandinavian-Mediterranean Rail Freight Corridor crosses Europe from North to South
like a spine. ScanMed is one of the longest Rail Freight Corridors, with a total line length of
7.527 kilometers.
ScanMed can be said to be two corridors in one. In the North, ScanMed connects the
Scandinavian countries to their main continental markets. In the South, ScanMed connects
two of Europe's most important economies – Italy and Germany.
ScanMed's seven Infrastructure Managers join efforts to improve the offer to customers
throughout Europe, thus strengthening the competitiveness of rail freight (Implementation
of Reg.913-2010 – IMs platform for Annex VII Dir.34-2012)
BaneNor - Norway, Trafikverket - Sweden, Oresundbro - Denmark-Sweden, BaneDanmark - Denmark,
DB Netze - Germany, OeBB Infra - Austria, RFI Rete Ferroviaria Italiana (FS It.) - Italy.

What is ScanMed RFC
From North to South – easily!
ScanMed RFC aims at being the
backbone of a logistic service chain,
better-connecting rail to other
modes, such as road and sea
transport.
 Taking responsibility for

supporting the furthering of a
smooth logistic chain

 Co-developing, with all

stakeholders, innovative services
and solutions with increased
reliability and simplicity
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+ Ad hoc project Teams for target-oriented and timelimited activities (led by one of the 3 Managers)

Results 2020 Scan-Med RFC
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Terminals offering
integrated capacity

International disruptions
coordinated
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Coordinating International
disruptions

Evolution Capacity sales
Pre Arranged Path (PAP)

Customer satisfaction

24/7

Coordination of Temporary
Capacity Restrictions

EU best practice

First steps paving the way to ScanMed deployment

Global Railway Review – In-Depth Focus on initiatives to achieve INTELLIGENT RAIL FREIGHT
Digital automatic
couplers DAC

Longer
trains

Automatic Train Operation
in Freight

Intelligent Video Gate
(IVG)

RFID in Rail

Predictive
maintenance

Better and new services
Cooperation is important to strengthen the railway's attractiveness so that the railway
becomes the natural transport alternative as part of a transport solution.
Shift2Rail develops better and new services that we in the Rail Freight Corridors can
offer to the market.
Together with our customers and stakeholders, we can ensure that the new
opportunities are used.
A common plan is needed, where both us, the customers, the terminals, the ports,
and the other concerned stakeholders can adapt their business to be able to take
advantage of the innovations in a concrete manner.
Here are some examples of the innovative solutions that are developed and
demonstrated within the framework of the freight program in Shift2Rail
CRM Manager | ScanMed RFC - Kosta Tsesmetsis kt@scanmedfreight.eu
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EasyRailFreight – Project by RFI SpA
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EasyRailFreight

Francesco Lugli (RFI PoC | ScanMed RFC DEP) f.lugli@rfi.it

EasyRailFreight
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Digital automatic coupling
With digital automatic couplings and complementary digital solutions, freight traffic by
rail can be radically improved in terms of capacity, punctuality, working environment,
efficiency and profitability.
In addition to the actual assembly and disassembly of freight wagons, there are more
necessary tasks that are currently performed manually.
The brake and air hoses need to be connected, the carriage order must be ensured
and the brakes tested.
The brake weight of the train must be identified and a brake calculation performed.
Performing this work is both risky and time consuming.
Three types of digital automatic couplers are demonstrated in a real environment
Within the FR8RAIL IV project, which is part of the Freight Program IP5, in Shift2Rail, a
demonstration is now underway together with European industry players to test
different levels of automation and evaluate function, compatibility in the system,
power, costs, etc.
The tests are carried out in Germany, Austria,
Switzerland and Sweden, where the focus is
on winter conditions.

Smart ports
A smart port reads the railway goods automatically
The freight program within Shift2Rail has developed a
smart port, Intelligent Video Gates (IVG), which
with the help of smart cameras, sensors and RFID
technology can collect data about the freight wagons
and process the data in real time.

The technology enables, for example, automatic registration of trolleys and units.
Damage control of the unit is thus done completely automatically. All collected data
can then be used for the terminal's planning and control of loading and unloading.
“There is a lot of money to be saved when it comes to the work on marshalling yards
and intermodal terminals because much is done manually and, or, semi-manually
today” explains
Jan Bergstrand (Trafikverket PoC | ScanMed RFC DEP) jan.bergstrand@trafikverket.se

Intelligent Freight Train
The intelligent freight train increases productivity
The intelligent freight train is an innovative solution that is being developed within the
logistics project FR8HUB which is part of Shift2Rail. The Swedish Transport Administration is
one of the key players in the work. As part of the intelligent freight train, the concept "The
innovative freight wagon" is developed and demonstrated. Tests have been conducted in
several countries in Europe.
“Intelligent freight trains mean that locomotives, wagons and facilities are connected to
each other and the outside world. It is possible to transfer data, give commands and
monitor in real time. This will give the freight sector within the railway a significant increase
in productivity”, mean Jan Bergstrand.
With the support of telematics, sensors and cameras,
a wide range of options is offered for automating
manual tasks. The technology can also be used to
provide advanced decision support to, for example,
an optimised capacity and a minimised energy
consumption.

835 meter long freight trains tested in SWE-GER
Longer trains provide the opportunity for increased load, which contributes to sustainable
and attractive freight traffic by rail. In view of the train's environmental benefits, it is
particularly justified to enable longer freight trains, partly to meet an increased need for
transport, and partly to move a certain part of the goods from road to rail. Therefore, an
835 meter long freight train is now being tested on the Maschen-Malmö route.
Longer trains can meet the increased need for freight transport
Travel and transport are necessary for a society to
function and a prerequisite for economic development,
job creation and housing. By 2050, freight transport is
expected to increase by 80 percent and passenger
transport by 50 percent within the EU.
The EU is working on many different measures to
increase railway capacity. From scheduling and
simplified administration to the introduction of ERTMS.
Long trains are allowed in several countries, and the EU has decided that traffic of at least
740 meters long trains should be possible on the trans-European transport network (TENT). ScanMed RFC has conducted a spreliminary tudy on longer heavier trains along the
corridor.

Pillars of the ScanMed RFC – mid term
- Market analysis & Business intelligence services
(contributing to: SERA, Climate & Sustainability goals, incl. gathering
Customers’ view on Investment / Development Plans)
- Integrated Traffic Coordination
(until the loading / unloading point, not only in ICM cases, but also in regular
service - TPM WG, OPE WG)
- Implementation of Innovative Market Projects
(enable / accelerate their implementation, while developing new business
cases to bring more volumes to rail)
- Connectivity / Capacity coordination with Terminals
(regulatory obligations TCRs Annex VII – Dir.34-2012, short-term Capacity
issues, provide short-term Capacity management with IMs, RUs, Terminals…)
- Cross-border issues solution (soft & short-term measures for OPE, IOP, Punctuality)
(problem solving platforms, including Accessibility & Customer Care
Tickets, IoP, OPE, TPM, …)

Intermodal Costs TMS
Intermodal Costs
Transport Market Study
ScanMed RFC with this
study (Dec-2020), analysed
its position in a competitive
context, understanding the
strengths and weaknesses
of international rail freight
against other transport
modes as regards costs on
the relevant market area of
the Corridor.
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BACK-UP SLIDES – Technical details

Digital automated couplers
Digital automated couplers, DAC - Benefits

Railway Infrastructure
Company (RIU)
Efficiency increase

Enabler function for
automated rail
operation

Safety, Energy, Noise

Rail Traffic
Company (RU)

Wagon Keeper

Increase track capacity
by longer, heavier,
faster trains

Reduction shunting
costs; longer, heavier,
faster trains, increase
system speed

Reduction of
maintenance costs
wheel sets / buffers

Train integrity check as
prerequisite for ETCS
level 3

Increase wagon
availability through
predictive
maintenance

Increase wagon
availability through
predictive
maintenance

Increased derailment
safety

Automated rail
operation, e.g. autom.
brake test, wagon
sequency, monitoring
components

Workplace safety
shunting, derailment
safety, reduction of
noise emissions, higher
recuperation energy

Shipper
Higher payload per
wagon / train;
Increasing
attractiveness of rail for
modal shift
Increasing
attractiveness of rail
through telematics and
automation
Workplace safety in
customer sidings

Intelligent Freight Train

Intelligent freight trains
•

The freight train of the future will be more
connected, wagons are being digitalized,
equipped with a multitude of sensors, and
operated with the help of software systems.

•

Digital automated couplers enabler

•

Electricity and data through a WOBU (Wagon
onboard unit)

•

Tests/Demo in Sweden (Västerås) October
2021 within FR8RAIL IV project with 5 various
suppliers of telematics

Intelligent Video Gates IVGs

Intelligent Video Gate

Fr8Rail III WP3
Demo gate 2019-2022

with the help of smart cameras, sensors and RFID technology
can collect data about the wagons and process the data in real
time.

Intelligent Video Gates IVGs

Data sharing and optimization
• IT platform for data exchange
• Optimize terminals and other
operations
• Time efficiency
• Reliability
• Trains physical condition and
damage to wagons or
containers
• Reduces costs by reducing
work done manually

Intelligent Video Gates IVGs

RFID in Railway
RFID in Rail
cooperation between Infrastructure Managers to enhance information among stakeholders
RFID, Radio Frequency Identification

Why RFID in Rail?
• Automatic reading of the
status of train wagons, even at
high speed
• Digital real-time information
and data exchange between
stakeholders
• Data for proactive
maintenance
• Track and trace wagons in
Europe
• Use of GS1 European standard
• 4 Euro / RFID tag

RFID in Railway

RFID in Railway

RFID readers on Swedish rail
370 RFID readers in place
10.000 wagons RFID tagged

RFID in Railway
RFID in Rail – User case Dijon

Logistics company for rail transport

Longer, heavier, faster trains

Longer, heavier, faster trains

Freight trains > 100 km/h
In mixed passenger and freight operation, minimizing
the speed gap between faster and slower trains is key to
increasing traffic without extending transit times.
Nearly all locomotives, wagons and loading units in
Europe are already approved for 120 km/h or higher.
Across Öresund, train length 835 m and 120 km/h is
possible with the existing signaling.
New brake tables for train length 835 m and 120 km/h
are a high priority
Photos: Dietmar Lehmann, www.dybas.de

Longer, heavier, faster trains
Testing ≥ 835 meter up to 120 km/h during 2021 – 2022
Katrineholm

Testing our vision for future efficient high-productivity trains.
 Test completed on 2021-04-16--17

Loco 1x6 axles, train ≤ 835 m, wagonloads ≤ 2300 t, ≤ 100 km/h,
Maschen – Malmö 

 Brake tests, tentatively

Loco 1x4 / 1x6 axles, train ≤ 835 m, wagonloads ≤ 2300 t, 80 – 120
km/h, Hallsberg – Maschen

 Continued tests, tentatively

Loco 1x4, train ≤ 1050 m, intermodal ≤ 2400 t, ≤ 120 km/h, Nässjö – …
Loco 1x6 / 2x4, train ≤ 1050 m, wagonloads ≤ 3870 t, ≤ 120 km/h,
Hallsberg – …
Purpose is to test the function of long, heavy, fast trains, well before
the Fehmarnbelt fixed link.

Fehmarnbelt

Maschen

EasyRailFreight – Project by RFI SpA
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EasyRailFreight
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EasyRailFreight – Development phases
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Contact – RFC-ScanMed

Questions?
Linda Thulin
President| ScanMed RFC
linda.thulin@scanmedfreight.eu
Emanuele Mastrodonato
Managing Director| ScanMed RFC
emanuele.mastrodonato@scanmedfreight.eu
www.scanmedfreight.eu
or follow us on LinkedIn!
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